I knew who I was this morning, but I've changed a few times since then

by emilson

Summary

Teen Wolf Rare Pair Exchange gift for singallyouwant

Hope you like it!

Summary:
When Kira follows a white rabbit named Greenburg, she accidentally falls into Wonderland. Armed only with her sword, Kira has to face the weird and outlandish terrain and characters of Wonderland, while trying to find a way back home. Lucky for her, she just happens to bump into the Knight of Hearts, one of the few helpful people in the whole place, and he just happens to be a little cute.

Notes

Scott and Kira, on their way to the Mad Hatter's party, decide to take a rest and end up canoodling among some mushrooms.
"Canoodling" turned into "keep your gloves on' bouncy mushroom sex," and this is the morning after.
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